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software solutions from an application developer's point of view.
buffer overflow attacks. It offers many advantages over alternate
debug/analysis features; compilers/libraries improve performance
Build Embedded Solutions Faster &
Create Smart Code

cases to illustrate the steps to vectorization.
Here's steps to improve software performance with vectorization.
Vectorization
Improve Performance with
Modern Code

This paper demonstrates a special version of Caffe* — a deep
Techniques
Architecture: Applying Modern Code
Caffe* Optimized for Intel®
Modern Code

Intel® Memory Protection Extensions
Intel® MPX
Intel® MPX is a new hardware solution that helps defend against
Intel® SGX
Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel®
SGX) tutorial series discusses how to design an application for Intel
This third article of the Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel®

Deep Networks
Train Deep Networks Using the Caffe* Network.
Here's steps to set up the AWS CloudFormation* environment to
Distributed Training of Deep Networks
Deep Networks

experience. Learn how Intel helps to address this.
If your game system is not VR-ready, there are many factors that
VR Gaming
Intel® VR Ready PC Enters into i-Café
VR Gaming

Each year the Intel® University Games Showcase (IUGS), is the
Intel® Showcases New Talent: Drexel
Best Gameplay Award

Intel® Ultimate Coder Challenge 2016, Team Geras used IoT to help those who want to
Living a Reality for the Aged
Team Geras Makes Independent

Developers can now utilize the Intel® IoT Developer Kit, Intel® IoT
Seamless IoT Integration with the
Intel® IoT Developer Kit and Amazon
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expert-led Webinars, find how-tos for developing
optimized for Intel® Architecture. Participate in
Capitalize on Caffe* and Theano* frameworks
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Theano* framework.
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